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Introduction

Amid current protests happening across the nation, conversations have arisen over the role of police in Black communities. Phrases such as “defund the police” or “disband police departments” are commonly used during these discussions. However, the terms and the exact intent behind them vary. In some cases, there is little clarity surrounding these topics. The purpose of this brief is to provide useful information on the meaning of some frequently used concepts. Given the expansive nature of the issue, the definitions provided may not be all-encompassing. Instead, they serve as a useful introductory tool.

What Does it Mean to Defund or Divest in Police Departments?

Defunding or divesting in the police occurs when governments cut significant funding from law enforcement departments and direct them to other municipal services or community groups.¹ The increased demands among African Americans for defunding the police are partly rooted in the disproportionate number of Black people killed by law enforcement each year.² According to the CATO Institute, a majority of Black people (73 percent) believe the police are too quick to use lethal force, while 56 percent believe police tactics are generally too harsh.³ The historic distrust between Black communities and police is also another contributing factor to calls for divestment. Only 40 percent of African Americans have a favorable view of police officers.⁴ High satisfaction with police performance is also low among Black people. Only 4 in 10 gave high ratings to the police for enforcing the law, protecting them from crime, and responding quickly to a call.⁵ Black activists and community members question whether many of the duties of police officers, such as answering mental health or sexual assault issues, are appropriate. Black community stakeholders advocate for restructuring police departments so that specific responsibilities and funding shifts to more suitable community service agencies, which are often underfunded.⁶

Opponents of defunding police departments argue taking funds from police efforts could instead lead to increased crime rates or impeded
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efforts to control officer misconduct. According to researchers, underfunding police departments might result in fewer officers on the street who could disrupt potential criminal activity. They assert that inadequate funding could mean an uptick in crime within cities due to a lack of staffing and a lack of effective strategies to prevent crime. Following a reduction in police activity, Minneapolis saw an increase in car-jackings, homicides, arson, and burglaries compared to same period the year before. Violent crime increased by 16 percent and property crime by 20 percent. In New York City, shootings, burglaries, and car-jackings also increased before the pandemic, and recent riots emerged. Opponents of defunding also contend lessening police funds may lead to an increase in police misconduct. A decrease in police allocations could negatively affect support for police conduct investigations and the enforcement of disciplinary measures. Additionally, a lack of proper funds could affect the implementation of training that could prevent misconduct.

Conversely, some researchers argue that adding law enforcement in fear of rising crime is not the solution. Research studies show that civilian reports of significant crime (e.g., burglaries, felony assault, and grand larceny) decreased by three to six percent after sharp short-term reductions in proactive policing measures by the New York Police Department. Findings from the study suggested the link between proactive policing and deterrence of crime warrants further reflection.

Where are funds reinvested?

Adequate funding to social services such as healthcare, education, food and nutrition, career training, and housing are all recommendations for the redistribution of funds in Black communities. These services would yield positive social benefits especially for vulnerable populations. Black communities have higher unemployment rates, especially among Black women. In Texas, the rate for Black women is 4.5 percent, equal to the rate for Hispanic/Latino women, yet higher than the 3.4 percent rate for White women. Nearly 21 percent of the total population of Black women in Texas lived in poverty in 2018. Limited access or inadequate healthcare is also an issue among Black people. In Texas, black populations have comparable health outcomes to those living in the least healthy quartile of counties. Police department funds typically comprise a more substantial portion of city budgets than other community or municipal areas. Reallocations open an opportunity to correct the impact of institutional racism, increase economic mobility, and add value to Black communities.

Major metropolitan areas in Texas have committed to practical measures and initiatives that address community needs. In 2018 the Dallas Police and Fire-Rescue Departments launched a pilot reform program—the Rapid Integrated Group Healthcare Team (RIGHT Care). The program partners paramedics, police officers, and mental health professionals together in South Central Dallas to respond to behavioral health calls in Dallas. The program has responded to 6,600 behavioral health issues calls since 2018. Proponents would like the program to be implemented on a citywide level. The City of Austin will also hire mental health clinicians to support call centers with video calls from paramedics or crisis interventions. In 2019-2020, Austin City Council increased funding for the Expanded Mobile Crises Outreach Team (EMCOT), seeking to improve access to care for adults and children.
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Defunding discussions are also taking place across the nation in cities such as Los Angeles. The mayor, Eric Garcetti, announced he would cut funding from a proposed budget increase to the police department.23 The Budget and Finance Committee of the L.A. City Council discussed cuts between $100 million to $150 million from the LAPD budget. A public survey revealed city respondents' tremendous support for redirected funds to be dedicated to more mental health services, housing, and general care programs. In Albuquerque, New Mexico, Mayor Tim Keller announced the formation of an alternative department, the Albuquerque Community Safety Department, to respond to non-violent incidents.24 The police department will reallocate funds to support the new initiative that sends unarmed personnel specialists to calls related to mental health, behavioral, or housing issues.

What is Police Reform? And How is it Implemented?

Police reform consists of changes in policing policies and practices. Police reform can include several measures, such as the implementation of police training, the use of body cameras, the decriminalization of drugs, and investigations of misconduct by outside agencies. A majority of Black people support police reforms and often at higher rates than other racial groups. The CATO Institute reported that eighty-two percent of African Americans believe the police could benefit from further training on handling confrontations with citizens compared to 62 percent of Americans. Seventy-six percent of Black people also oppose racial profiling during traffic and pedestrian stops. Reform measures are meant to improve the services provided by police officers and increase accountability among law enforcement agencies.

Austin City Council members approved measures to improve policing practices and policies to limit the use of force within the Austin police department.25 Council members voted unanimously to ban chokeholds, tear gas and reduce the amount of military equipment among police. Resolutions also limit the use of less-lethal force unless the person poses an imminent threat of death or serious bodily harm.26 Frederick Frazier, chairman of the Dallas Police Association, expressed full support for reforms to improve conditions between communities and law enforcement. Frazier suggested the need to increase community outreach, define police officers’ roles, hire social workers, and maintain high standards for new officers.27 Cities have also implemented statutory policy reforms beyond local change initiatives. The Colorado Senate Bill 217 is a recent example of far-reaching policy reform adopted at a statewide level. The bill sets limits on police force use and bans the use of chokeholds and carotid holds.28 Police officers will be issued body-worn cameras and required to activate body cameras during any interactions with the public when enforcing the law or investigating possible violations. The division of criminal justice will also provide an annual report with information from local agencies on the use of force by officers that resulted in death or serious bodily injury. The bill will also require police to intervene when another officer is using unlawful physical force.

At the national level, the House introduced the Justice in Policing Act of 2020, a police reform bill that addresses accountability, transparency, and law enforcement training.29 The bill includes measures that lower the standard of intent for police officers and limit qualified immunity as a defense to liability.
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in a private civil action. It will also establish a misconduct registry and reporting requirements and prohibit racial profiling. Law enforcement agencies would be required to report data on use-of-force incidents, misconduct, complaints, discipline records, and termination records. The use of body cameras and dashboard cameras for all marked federal police vehicles would also be mandatory.

**What Does it Mean to Disband a Police Department?**

Disbanding a police department entails the elimination of police services from a city and the start of a law enforcement group with new structures in place. Police departments disband when a host government no longer funds them. Researchers examined the cause of local disbanded police forces in the state of Ohio during the 1990s. Findings revealed police organizations were disbanded when they violated the expectations of external constituents such as the media or the public, politicians, or sovereign entities. Problems emerged in the form of misconduct issues or disagreements between local government and the police department, where the institution was considered unruly or out of control. Police departments can be disbanded at the local level yet still policed by an agency at a higher government level. When police forces disband, local oversight shifts to county agencies, decreasing the local community’s ability to hold police accountable. Police departments in smaller cities are more likely to be dissolved due to the high expense combined with inadequate funding.

Minneapolis announced plans to dismantle their police department with City Council President Lisa Bender stating the existing police department could not be reformed. Details for how a new law enforcement agency will look are still unclear, however. Camden, New Jersey, is one example of a city that made efforts to disband its police department in 2012 to address deep-rooted corruption. Violent crimes dropped by 42 percent during the next seven years. Some residents feel the restructuring had a positive effect in terms of the trust built between the community and the police department. Other residents expressed more work needs to be done in terms of changing the demographics of the police department to reflect those of the city.

**What Does it Mean to Abolish the Police?**

Calls to abolish the police by activists grew in 2014 during the Ferguson social movements to oppose police brutality after the death of Mike Brown. Abolishing the police means to eliminate police departments and replace them with community alternatives to policing. Scholar discussions of police abolition assert law enforcement agencies must be directly targeted along with all forms of police control for the transformation of society. Police abolition efforts focus on disbanding, disempowering, and disarming law enforcement institutions. The historical origins of the police in the United States as slave patrols are the foundation of their arguments that police organizations were not created to protect and serve. Police abolitionists argue law enforcement institutions founded in the history of White supremacy cannot be reformed and must be disbanded. The excessive use of force by police and the increased militarization of police forces provides evidence for abolitionist demands to disarm the police. Though considered an effective tactic for harm reduction, the movement to disarm has not gained significant support. Methods cited by police abolitionist to disempower the police include: “(1) attacking laws and policies that give police power; (2) direct action; (3) divestment campaigns; and (4) building alternatives that directly challenge the legitimacy of police.” Disempowerment measures work together to erode the power that police institutions possess while also building the community’s ability to solve social problems.
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There are several definitions of what it means to defund, reform, disband, or abolish police departments. To recap, defunding the police means cities would divert budgeted police allocations to other service areas that benefit the well-being of communities. Police reforms include changes in policies or practices. These include the use of force bans, drug decriminalization, and more police training. The disbandment of police occurs when police departments are dismantled and rebuilt with new structures in place. The abolishment of police occurs when police departments are eliminated and replaced with alternatives to policing. The next part of our series will provide an in-depth discussion of police reform in the United States.